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6 Transnational families navigating
the law
Marriage, divorce, and wellbeing
Iris Sportel, Betty de Hart and Friso Kulk
Introduction
In the rich and varied literature on transnational families, the role of the law
in their everyday lives generally escapes attention. Although transnational
families are, in their everyday activities and relationships, at least potentially
influenced by multiple sets of laws and institutions (Levitt and Glick Schiller,
2004) which may involve plural and fundamentally different legal systems and
normative orderings, we know relatively little about how transnational famil-
ies are confronted with the law, how they use the law, and how it impacts their
everyday lives. This is remarkable, as many life events, such as marriage,
divorce, or the birth of children, are not just intimate family matters, but also
legal matters. For members of transnational families, this often means dealing
with legal systems from multiple countries. In this chapter, we aim to con-
tribute to the literature on transnational families by drawing attention to the
role of law. We do this by shedding light on how transnational Dutch-Mor-
occan and Dutch-Egyptian families relate to multiple family law systems in
cases of marriage and divorce. How do family members experience the legal
regulation of intimate relationships? How do they navigate between two
family law systems and with what results? We specifically examine how the
process of navigating the law is related to their wellbeing.
We start with a brief theoretical note on the relationship between law and
wellbeing, followed by some background information on Dutch-Moroccan and
Dutch-Egyptian transnational families, our research methods, and the inter-
locutors. Subsequently, we will go into more detail on three dimensions of well-
being and the law for transnational families. Lastly, we will look at differences
between the interlocutors in how they dealt with the law, particularly the
resources needed for dealing with bureaucracy and inequalities in access.
Law and wellbeing
Although it is often assumed that law is related to wellbeing, there is very
little work on what this relationship looks like. Furthermore, the existing lit-
erature has mostly perceived this relationship from the narrow angle of how
the law best serves the interests of transnational family members. Accordingly,
the focus has been mainly on tangible outcomes such as accessibility of legal
systems and access to justice (in terms of available information about the law
and obstacles related to a lack of financial resources); the need to make family
members’ legal position similar in the two countries to avoid so-called ‘limp-
ing’ legal situations (being married or divorced in one country and not in the
other) (Van Den Eeckhout, 2000; Kruiniger, 2015; Rutten, 2004); and finally,
accommodation of cultural and religious claims in law (Foblets, 1997; Hoe-
kema and van Rossum, 2010).
Instead, we seek a more complex and layered understanding of the rela-
tionship between law and the wellbeing of transnational families. Drawing on
the approach proposed in the introduction of this volume, we examine the
wellbeing of transnational families and its interplay with law as a multi-
dimensional process, comprising material, relational, and ethical aspects.
With regard to the material aspects of wellbeing, we shift the direction of our
gaze from formal laws that can be found in law books and courts to the more
mundane work of documents and bureaucracy with which transnational
family members have to deal. Law comes to them often in the form of docu-
ments that have to be acquired or submitted (e.g. marriage or birth certifi-
cates) in order to make actual family relationships into legal facts (a valid
marriage or a registered birth).
We approach the relational aspect of wellbeing through the notion of
‘kin work’. For members of transnational families managing kin ties in
two countries often requires legal work, such as arranging passports or
visas for family visits or ensuring the legal validity of a marriage or
divorce. The extent to which family members engage in such legal work
may also depend on the closeness of their transnational ties. In this respect
it is relevant to keep in mind that transnational families are not always
cooperative units and kin ties are not stable. Like all families, transna-
tional families are full of tensions, conflict, power relationships, and
inequalities (Dreby and Adkins, 2010). Events such as death, marriage, or
divorce transform kin ties, and may not only strengthen, but also sever
them. In this context, law may also be purposely used to sever kin ties,
especially, but not only, in cases of family break-up (Morano-Foadi, 2007).
Using the term managing kin ties encompasses both the maintenance and
obstruction or severance of family ties through law.
Third, in the ethical dimension, law is just one of the systems of meaning
pertinent to the lives of transnational families. Transnational couples live in a
complex normative context, made up from their own and their partners’
wishes and desires, those of two extended families, public discourses on reli-
gion and migration, the legal regulations of two (or even more) states, as well
as culture and religion. The complexity of the diverse normative contexts
implies that there is no clear-cut relationship between the norms and values
that people cherish and their expectations of the law. Rather, we found that
transnational family members navigate this complex normative context, often
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trying to avoid conflict and friction with the multiple actors in this environ-
ment and choosing pragmatic solutions.
For all these three dimensions of wellbeing, the processes through which
family relationships and rights are negotiated between individual members of
the families on the one hand, and vis-à-vis state laws and institutions of two
(or more) countries on the other hand, vary. Dealing with the law requires
financial, social, and language resources. Hence, it is related to inequalities
based on gender, ethnicity, nationality, and/or social class.
Dutch-Moroccan and Dutch-Egyptian transnational families
We understand transnational families to include not only spouses, parents,
and children, but also the extended family (in-laws, grandparents) living
across borders. Labelling them transnational families means only that mem-
bers of these families have crossed borders and potentially encountered two
family law systems; we cannot reach any conclusions about the extent to
which they actually lead transnational lives or identify transnationally; this
differs significantly for individual cases.
Moreover, we move beyond a singular understanding of transnational
Muslim families by researching diverse categories of families. Our research
sample includes families where one of the partners migrated from Mor-
occo or Egypt to the Netherlands or vice versa. We include persons who
in the Netherlands are labelled ‘second-generation migrants’: in our case
they are persons of migrant origin, born in the Netherlands, with or
without Dutch citizenship, who marry a partner from the country of origin
of the parents.1 We also include so-called ‘mixed families’, where a Dutch-
born man or woman concludes a marriage with a partner from Morocco
or Egypt.2 Generally, these two groups are perceived very differently and
are thought to be incomparable. In our view, however, the two research
groups are similarly situated in several respects: as families where one
partner migrated, who have family ties in at least two countries, and who
potentially come into contact with two different legal systems and institu-
tional arrangements. For the non-migrant partner transnationality may not
be central in their lives, and they may never visit the other country.
However, following Levitt and Jaworsky (2007, p.132) we claim that they
live in households where people, values, goods, and claims from some-
where else – including family law – are likely to be present on a daily
basis. Comparing these two different research groups enhances our insights
into the role of law in the lives of transnational families.
Furthermore, we put forward a dynamic understanding of the category of
‘Muslim’, based on the diverse experiences of our interlocutors concerning
Islam and its normative significance in their lives. In some of the families in
our research, both partners considered themselves Muslim. Some were reli-
giously mixed (Christian-Muslim or non-religious-Muslim), while in other
families the non-Muslim partner converted to Islam.
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Moroccan migrants and their children are one of the largest immigrant
groups in the Netherlands, and they are predominantly of Muslim back-
ground. They mostly marry spouses from the same ethnic group, although the
number of migration marriages (i.e., marriages with a partner from Morocco
not already living in the Netherlands) has dropped significantly in the last 15
years due to changing patterns of family formation and immigration restric-
tions.3 People of Egyptian descent form a much smaller migrant group in the
Netherlands, with a significant Christian minority and a larger percentage of
mixed marriages, evidenced by the fact that over half of the ‘second-genera-
tion children’ are from a mixed relationship.4 Little is known about Dutch
migrants living in Egypt and Morocco. Estimates are that around 600 Dutch
nationals live in Morocco, and around 1,500 Dutch nationals in Egypt.5
Methodology
We interviewed couples and divorcees living in Morocco, Egypt, or the
Netherlands on their experiences with the different family law systems. Our
multi-sited research enabled us to study the reciprocal connections between
the Netherlands and Morocco, and between the Netherlands and Egypt.
Interviews took place in two sub-projects: one dealing with marriage and
the legal relationships between parents and children (33 interviews with
parents), the other with divorce (26 interviews with spouses).6 In addition,
around 40 professionals involved in legal matters relevant to transnational
families, such as lawyers, embassy personnel, translators, and NGO repre-
sentatives were interviewed. The interviews were conducted in the period
from 2008 to 2012.
We approached the interlocutors in a variety of ways: through our own
networks and through (online and offline) networks of NGOs, migrant com-
munities, and lawyers. For the project on divorce, we also approached the
interlocutors through the Dutch courts and by contacting lawyers of pub-
lished court cases. Lastly, we spent time at locations and events relevant to
transnational couples, especially for the Dutch communities in Morocco and
Egypt. Most interviews were held in Dutch, others in (mixtures of) Arabic,
French, or English. They lasted from 45 minutes to four hours. Most inter-
views took place at the homes of the interlocutors, others at the homes of
family members or friends, at the workplace, or in cafés.
It is not easy to provide a profile of our research group due to the inter-
locutors’ diversity and mobility. The country of residence serves as an
example. While 16 interviews were conducted in Morocco, 13 in Egypt, and
29 in the Netherlands, not everyone lived in the country in which they were
interviewed. A considerable proportion of the interlocutors had moved from
one country to the other, or even to a third country, during their marriage
or after divorce.7 There were also important differences between the inter-
locutors for the two sub-projects, especially in terms of education, employ-
ment, and income.
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Although the majority of the interviewees had completed some form of
higher education, the interlocutors in the research group on parenthood were,
generally speaking, more highly educated than the divorcees. In the case of
most of these couples, both partners had paid employment, and in half of the
cases, both spouses earned enough to be financially independent. In the
divorcee group, however, only a small minority of the families (4) had two
partners with a substantial income, and in most of these families (18) one of
the spouses was the main or sole provider: both men (10) and women (8).10
Despite considerable efforts, we did not manage to find enough male partici-
pants to attain a gender balance, especially for the interviews on divorce. The
interlocutors were also a very diverse group with regard to age, ranging from
early twenties to late seventies.
The material dimension of wellbeing
Family law is not just about court procedures and conflicts, but also, and
perhaps more so, about everyday legal paperwork such as arranging the
documents for a marriage or registering the birth of a child or the death
of a relative. Many authors assume that, in dealing with bureaucracy and
law, transnational families want ‘the best of both worlds’, acting strategi-
cally to maximize their position in dealing with multiple legal systems in
which rights and obligations differ (Ackers and Dwyer, 2004; Foblets,
1998; Jansen Frederiksen, 2011). However, in our research we found little
evidence of such strategic behaviour: most people had no (long-term)
strategic plan, but rather obtained information and took legal steps as
they went along.
For example, when a Dutch-Moroccan husband wanted to register the
birth of his first child in the Netherlands, the Dutch civil registry warned him
that the spelling of the child’s name would not be accepted in Morocco. This
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would mean that the Moroccan authorities would refuse to register the child
and it would consequently not acquire Moroccan citizenship.
[Husband:] At first I wrote it differently. In French. They took the book
[of names accepted by Morocco], looked it up, and said: “you’d better
spell this differently”. And I reacted a bit and said: “I’ll decide myself
how I name my son”. And the lady said: “I only want to warn you. If
you go to the consulate, they will refuse” (Mimoun, October 2011).11
Having learned from this experience, the couple took a different approach
with the next two children and went to the Dutch civil registry during the
wife’s pregnancy to choose a name from the Moroccan ‘name book’.
As this example illustrates, transnational families tend to come into contact
with bureaucracies of two (or more) countries, and are confronted with
requirements in both bureaucracies that at times contradict each other. Steps
taken in one country are not automatically known or valid in the other
country; legal status such as marriage or even the name of a child can be
different in the two countries involved. Furthermore, documents such as
marriage or birth certificates often need to be officially translated and lega-
lized by embassies or a Ministry of Justice before they can be used in the
other country. Dealing with bureaucracy in two countries thus not only
involves ‘double work’, but also complicates the work that needs to be done.
Consequently, documents have an independent meaning both in legal
practice and social life, constituting family relationships both in a legal and a
social sense (Kulk, 2013; Yngvesson, 2006; Hegel-Cantarella, 2011; Mulla,
2011). Moreover, because of the interconnectedness of family law and migra-
tion law, family law status may have consequences for residence and nation-
ality: without a valid marriage there may be no possibility of family
reunification or a child may not acquire the citizenship of the father. It is
therefore not surprising that an important part of the stories of our inter-
locutors was about their dealings with bureaucracy. For example, a Dutch-
Egyptian couple explained the process they went through to marry in the
Netherlands:
H: I think all that I needed from here was my birth certificate. And what
did I need, you remember? [to wife]
W: You needed a document that you were not married before.
H: I mean besides this?
W: You needed the documents that you didn’t have a criminal record …
and you needed to come to Holland to have a meeting with the immi-
gration police.
H: That wasn’t very smart from them. Because in Holland, they assumed
that because I’m a foreigner, we’re going to live in Holland. This was not
the case … And it was actually annoying at the time. It was in the middle
of the semester here. So it was really in the middle of my work. And
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[wife] insisted that I have to come because it was one of the procedures to
get married. And I have to meet the police for it. And when I went there,
well, she asked me for my passport. I give her my passport and she gave
me a stamp and she said: “Mister, you can stay now for six months”. I
said: “I’m sorry; I have to leave in two days, back to Egypt. I can’t stay
for six months. Why?” Then she [immigration officer] finally understands
that we were not going to live actually in Holland. … And that was the
only reason for me to get a plane ticket to Holland, and one week to get
out from my work, from my annual leave, just to go there to discover that
it was a misunderstanding (Farouq and Brigitte, October 2010).
This interview excerpt illustrates three important points. First, it shows the
complexity of the procedures and the difficulties in acquiring the correct
legal information. As the couple was inquiring about the necessary steps,
the Dutch authorities assumed that they would want to establish life in the
Netherlands, and thus started the migration procedure to make that pos-
sible. It was only after spending significant amounts of time, energy, and
money, that it became clear that it had not been necessary. Second, it
shows how an important part of the legal and bureaucratic work by the
interlocutors is aimed at managing kin relationships. Even though marry-
ing in Egypt, where the couple was going to live, would have been more
practical, the couple wanted to marry in the Netherlands to enable the
wife’s mother, who was ill and could not travel, to attend the wedding. In
other words, this legal process was a form of ‘kin work’. We will elaborate
on this concept in the next section.
Legal work as kin work: the relational dimension
The literature on transnational families discusses the means needed to main-
tain family across borders: family visits, telephone calls (Horst, 2006) and the
Internet (Vertovec, 2004), sending remittances or gifts (Tilly, 2007), sharing
productive and caring work (Wilding, 2006), rituals and material culture
(Zontini, 2004), and emotional and moral support (Gardner and Grillo,
2002). All these activities to maintain family ties have been labelled ‘kin
work’: the conception, maintenance, and ritual celebration of cross-border
household ties (Baldassar, 2007).
The law is one of the factors shaping transnational ties between those
migrating and those staying in the country of origin (di Leonardo, 1987).
However, we know little about how law shapes transnational family relation-
ships and family dynamics, as this issue is rarely studied systematically (de
Hart, van Rossum and Sportel, 2013; Dreby and Adkins, 2010; Mazzucato
and Schans, 2011). Nevertheless, dealing with law is necessary for the con-
ception, maintenance, and ritual celebration of kin ties across borders. A lot
of the activities to maintain family ties, such as family visits, care, or marriage
celebrations in the home country are not possible without some form of
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dealing with the law. Consequently, the law can be a tool to maintain kin ties,
but also a hindrance to doing so.
For instance, the family visit. While migration law and citizenship are well
known in enabling or, rather, frustrating people in maintaining family rela-
tionships by family visits, family law status is equally important. When par-
enthood (e.g., paternity or parental authority) is not legally established or not
recognized in a country, parents may not be able to enter or leave with their
children. Moreover, unmarried sexual relationships are illegal in Egypt and
Morocco, and remarriage after a divorce that is not legally recognized may
lead to prosecution for bigamy.
These were some of the issues Dutch-Moroccan Naima faced when she
wanted to visit her family in Morocco with her new partner and their child.
Years earlier, she had been pressured by her family into marrying a Moroccan
spouse during the summer holidays, while still underage. After conducting a
legal marriage in Morocco, Naima returned to the Netherlands, where she
was supposed to start the migration procedure for her husband to join her.
However, she managed to postpone the wedding event ‒ that would make
them socially married ‒ and registering the marriage in the Netherlands until
she had graduated from high school. After spending another summer in
Morocco, she decided that she did not want to start married life. This meant
a significant breach with the life she had had before:
And then I left home. I wandered. I saw all the dark sides of life…. For me,
nobody existed. They [family and husband] were just in Morocco, it did not
bother me. And I did not register in the Netherlands that I was married or
anything. Just did not register it. Because I did not plan to continue with
him anyway. … And then I met my [new] partner. … And I got pregnant.
And that’swhen it came back. Because then I had a big problem. Now I was
not only married, but I was married in Morocco and I was in the Nether-
lands and I was pregnant from another man. … When the child was a few
months old, I thought: now I have to go to Morocco and start the court case
[for divorce], or I’ll never get rid of it (Naima, November 2009).
In the period before the Moroccan family law reform of 2004, divorce was
not easy. The process took several years, during which Naima was afraid to
take her child to Morocco:
N: All that time I was afraid that he [husband] would find out that I had
a child.
I: You never took the child to Morocco?
N: No, and I hated that. Because I felt like: it’s my child. You want to
show your child to your family, show your country. I love Morocco as
well. It was dreadful. And his father is a Turk, by the way. And we went
there [to Turkey] on holiday in the summer. But I could not take them to
Morocco.
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Naima’s complex story demonstrates that although she initially avoided
Morocco and Moroccan family law, this no longer worked when she had a
new partner and a child because she wanted to maintain her transnational ties
with Morocco and her family there.
Hence, relationships with family and friends are a major motivator to do
legal work across borders. While most divorced interlocutors arranged for
divorce in their country of residence, only some of them also arranged the
divorce in the other country to which they had transnational ties or intended
to do so in the future. In the absence of such transnational links to the other
country, the interlocutors simply saw no need to go through the trouble of
arranging the divorce there. However, it is important to stress that the pre-
sence or absence of such ongoing transnational ties cannot be presupposed
based on ethnic background. Some migrant spouses in our study had lost all
ties to their country of origin, whereas some non-migrant informants greatly
valued the connections they had built in the country of origin of their former
spouse.
The ethical dimension
In the academic literature on migrants in Europe, it is often assumed that
dealing with family law is strongly shaped by religious or cultural ethical
considerations in which migrants want the law of their ‘own culture’ or reli-
gion applied to their family (see for example: Foblets and Verhellen, 2000;
Menski, 2001; Yilmaz, 2002). In the Dutch context, issues like ‘sharia wills’,
the possible presence of ‘sharia courts’ (Bakker, et al., 2010), and the appli-
cation of ‘Islamic’ foreign family law by Dutch judges have caused intense
public and political debate (Van Den Eeckhout, 2003; Sportel, 2017). How-
ever, this focus on the ‘accommodation’ of culture and religion in law was far
less prominent in our interviews than one would have expected based on this
literature. While for some interlocutors religion was an important part of
their everyday life, with some impact on how they dealt with the legal aspects
of their family relationships, religious accommodation was hardly raised as an
issue by respondents. Rather than expecting the law to accommodate their
religious wishes, the informants tried to solve normative issues in pragmatic
ways, navigating multiple legal systems, social networks, and practical con-
cerns (Kulk, 2013; Storms and Bartels, 2017; Vigh, 2009). Just like transna-
tional ties, religiosity cannot be presupposed based on the ethnic background
of the partners. One Moroccan non-religious woman complained that her
Dutch ex-husband took his new faith far too seriously after he converted to
Islam for the sake of their marriage. Conversely, some Dutch informants had
already converted before meeting their spouse, and were explicitly looking for
a Muslim partner.
This does not mean that religious and ethical concerns were entirely absent.
Most importantly, religion played a role in the decision to get married rather
than choosing cohabitation, which in recent years has become a popular
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family form in the Netherlands.12 Some informants valued getting married
before living together as part of their religious obligations. For other couples
it was their families or social environment that encouraged an early marriage.
As a Dutch woman living in Egypt explained:
When we started a relationship together, we got married ‘urfi straight
away. Because here, in [city], well, they keep an eye on you. And [hus-
band] is someone from, not a good family, but a middle-class family.
Where reputation is very [important]. He did not want to be addressed by
a police officer: “Can I see your papers?” He wanted to be able to show
[the papers]. So we conducted the ‘urfi right away. … For me it did not
feel like a marriage at all. More like, well, we have the right papers and,
and now we can just be on the streets together, rent an apartment toge-
ther. It felt more like living together (Petra, October 2010).
In this case, getting married was necessary to be able to be together in public
spaces without damaging the family’s reputation or being harassed by local
authorities. An informal ‘urfi marriage, which this informant believed had no
legal value, meant that they could fulfil the community’s demands. It also
served her own interests, as she did not want to enter into a ‘real’, formal
marriage so soon and without living together first.
Furthermore, as this quotation also shows, in Morocco and Egypt, state
prohibitions of sexual relations outside marriage are key in couples’ decisions
to get married. Especially in Egypt, unmarried sexual relationships are
actively policed, particularly in tourist areas, when showing affection in
public, or checking into a hotel together (Behbehanian, 2000). This is why
many couples conducted informal ‘urfi marriages, sometimes only a few days
or weeks after meeting. Later, when the relationship proves to be stable, and
especially when children are born, they formally register the ‘urfi marriage
with the Egyptian authorities.
Another potential topic of ethical and religious considerations is religious
conversion. While many of the native Dutch partners at some point converted
to Islam, most of them described this primarily as a pragmatic step. For
example, in Morocco or Egypt religion is relevant in inheritance law (Mus-
lims and non-Muslims cannot inherit from one another), and many Dutch
women believed it to be relevant when Moroccan or Egyptian courts decided
on child custody after divorce or death of a spouse. Many Dutch women
shared stories of formally converting to Islam as a safety measure for child
custody or safeguarding their inheritance if their spouse should die. However,
it must be noted that while most conversions we came across could be
described as instrumental, people often had multiple aims, such as acceptance
by their family-in-law, wanting to share their spouse’s faith, or an interest in
spirituality. For example, a Dutch man who married in Egypt spoke about his
conversion as part of an entertaining anecdote rather than a life-changing
religious event:
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It was so easy. I sat next to a couple from the US. The wife married an
Egyptian and wanted to become Muslim because he wanted her to. She
did not know anything of [the religion] either. She wore a little silk scarf
over her hair which kept falling off, and she put it back on, giggling all
the time. … And at some point he [religious official] asked: “Do you
know what Islam is about?” And I said something like: “Well, more or
less.” And she [the American woman] as well. And he [religious official]
said: “The most important thing is that you do not believe Jesus is God.”
And we said: “We don’t believe that.” “OK, that’s all right then. Please
repeat.” And then he started saying some sentences in Arabic and we had
to repeat them in Arabic, more or less phonetically, and then we got our
certificate (René, August 2009).
For him, the conversion was a necessary step in the legal work required to get
married in Egypt, including spending several days arranging all the paper-
work, finding the right offices, and getting the right stamps. It was also a
compromise at the relational level. His religious wife accepted that he was not
religious, as long as he did not remain Christian. Before getting married she
insisted that their children would be raised as Muslims, to which the husband
agreed. Thus, conversion to Islam could be a practical solution for material
reasons as well as for relational and ethical concerns. This is where the three
forms of wellbeing come together.
While some interlocutors or their social environment put religious value on
marriage, religious considerations seemed to be of limited importance in
dealing with divorce. Almost all the interlocutors divorced in their country of
residence, regardless of their views on its legal system or the fairness of its
divorce procedures. While some interlocutors referred to religious or cultural
norms on divorce, these norms did not seem to translate into specific choices
during the legal process of divorce, such as divorcing in Morocco or Egypt
rather than in the Netherlands, or asking Dutch judges for accommodation of
religious norms. For example, a mixed couple of a Moroccan man and a
Dutch woman living in the Netherlands had taken great care in writing a
marriage contract which would be legally valid in both countries.13 Fitting
with the Moroccan family code at the time, they chose complete separation of
spousal property. However, after the divorce, they ignored this contract and
amicably arranged to equally split their property, as is customary in the
Netherlands, and divided assets such as furniture according to their needs. In
the interview, the Dutch wife recalled how surprised she was by her husband’s
insistence that she should keep her dower (mahr):
In the [marriage] contract there had to be a dower, at least according to
the Moroccan norms of [marriage year, 1970s]. In the end we decided
that [husband] had bought a 15-volume encyclopaedia. It was very
expensive back then …. It was his, but he thought it would be a nice,
symbolic dower for me, not just because of the monetary value, but
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because of the symbolic value …. So when we separated I suddenly got
the encyclopaedia. I thought, “you need it more than I do”, but no, he
insisted: “This is yours” (Eva, January 2010).
For this husband, making sure his former wife kept her dower was an ethical
issue, separate from the material issue of division of other property. Similarly,
while some interlocutors felt that their former spouse did not handle the
divorce in accordance with their religious norms, none took action by invol-
ving religious authorities in their divorce or having religious or cultural norms
addressed in their court cases.
As these examples illustrate, one of the most important findings of our
study is that family members navigated a complex web of demands from their
social environment, legal requirements, family relationships, and religious and
cultural norms, dealing with the law and bureaucracy as they went along. As
we also saw, dealing with multiple bureaucracies across borders is not easy. It
requires different kinds of resources: financial resources, the ability to travel,
knowledge of dealing with bureaucracy, and transnational networks. Fur-
thermore, access to and use of these resources was often connected to
inequalities based on nationality and gender. In the next section, we will look
further into how these factors and inequalities have impacted the ways in
which transnational families dealt with bureaucracy and law.
Inequalities in transnational families
The interactions of transnational families with multiple legal systems and the
possibilities of reaching their goals are strongly influenced by the resources
accessible to them. These resources can effectively be divided into three kinds
of capital as distinguished by Bourdieu (1986): economic capital, social capi-
tal, and cultural capital. Whether and how people had access to these forms
of capital was influenced by their social position, which could be different in
the countries of settlement and origin. In particular, nationality was a major
source of inequality, as not all nationalities provide equal access to other
resources. Aptly termed ‘hierarchical citizenship’ by Castles (2005), differ-
ences shape the legal work necessary for maintaining transnational family
ties, as visas for Europe can be difficult for Moroccan and Egyptian nationals
to obtain, while Dutch nationals can easily travel within and outside Europe.
Next, we discuss the three forms of capital, economic, cultural, and social,
in relation to transnational families dealing with the law.
First, economic capital was important for the legal work entailed in
managing ‘kin work’. For example, obtaining documents in two countries and
having them translated and legalized for use in the other country can be a
costly affair. Securing documents also often involves travelling across borders.
Travelling costs were a major obstacle, especially in the past, before the
introduction of cheap flights. Hence, for some of the older interlocutors, tra-
velling to their country of origin was a rare event. Even within Morocco or
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Egypt travelling long distances can be costly and complicated. For example,
while local Egyptian couples can marry in any city, marriage with a foreigner
can only be concluded at a specific office in Cairo. The distances between the
capital and the homes of people interviewed often meant that doing such
legal work required multiple days away from a job or care responsibilities, as
well as costs for travel and hotels. Such costs prevented some family members
from arranging legal issues.
Second, dealing with bureaucracy requires cultural capital in the form of
specific knowledge and experience. What is important here is not so much
legal knowledge, but rather the awareness that something needs to be done
and how it needs to be done. This requires not only language capability and
knowledge of how and where to find information, but also embodied knowl-
edge on how to behave and interact with ‘the people of the law’ such as civil
registrars, lawyers, or judges. For transnational families in this study, such
cultural capital was unequally distributed within the family as members had
grown up in different countries. Those who had grown up in the country
where things needed to be arranged were in a privileged position. We found
that many of the interviewed family members took this into account by
assigning the legal work to the spouse with the most experience of that par-
ticular system. Gender also played a role here, especially in Morocco and
Egypt, where bureaucracy is generally dealt with by husbands and fathers,
and women tend to have less experience in this field.
Third, we found that social capital played an important role in dealing with
complex bureaucracies. Family members and friends living in countries of
origin and settlement could provide important support in acquiring legal
information and documents. However, the use of these family relations was
not unconditional, and at times there was a lack of support, for example,
when family members opposed a marriage or divorce.
Dutch-Moroccan families, in particular, made use of professional actors,
such as NGOs and translators, for whom dealing with transnational families
is an important part of their job. When migration law issues came up, pro-
fessional support was particularly indispensable.
For example, Dutch-Moroccan Samira had migrated to Morocco with her
parents when she was 17. Once in Morocco, she could not continue her edu-
cation because she lacked the required Arabic language skills. After a while,
she gave in to her parents’ pressure to marry a Moroccan family member.
After an unhappy marriage, her husband divorced her and she wanted to
return to the Netherlands, where she had been born, had friends, and felt at
home. However, her return was complicated as she had never acquired Dutch
citizenship, and in her absence she had lost her residence rights. Dutch friends
helped her contact a specialized office in Morocco that provided legal services
and translations for Moroccan migrants from the Netherlands. The office
guided her through the many steps needed to start the procedure for renewal
of her residence permit in the Netherlands. The first step was to convince her
ex-husband to hand over her passport. After the passport turned out to be
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valid for only a few more months, it needed to be renewed, for which a birth
certificate was required. As Samira had been born in the Netherlands, she
needed to travel to Rabat for the document. For Samira, who had never vis-
ited the capital before, and had been kept mostly indoors by her husband, this
was a big step:
Well, [director of specialized office] arranged it all for me, because I was
so scared. … It’s as if you’re on the street on your own for the first time. I
was alone and I was afraid. … Well, and then I went to Rabat. … and it
turned out there was a problem with my birth certificate. Because my
name, our last name, here in Morocco was not the same name as was
written in [her Dutch birth certificate] (Samira, November 2009).14
Samira had to start a Moroccan court procedure to have the spelling mistake
in her Dutch birth certificate corrected. She could then finally apply for a new
passport, and apply for renewal of her residence permit in the Netherlands.
This example demonstrates that, at times, specialist expertise of multiple
legal systems and family law as well as migration law is called for. Regular
Moroccan or Dutch lawyers often lack the necessary knowledge of two legal
systems, even if Samira had had the financial means to hire one. Moreover,
the availability of the necessary expert knowledge is, depending on the specific
transnational context, not obvious. Whereas there is a strong network of
NGOs, specialized lawyers, and private offices active between Morocco and
the Netherlands (Sportel, 2011), the Dutch-Egyptian context lacks such a
strong field of specialized legal aid. This difference can be explained by var-
iation in size, visibility, and level of organization of the migrant communities
involved. Hence, established larger migrant communities have easier access to
specialized help for legal needs in complex situations than smaller or newer
communities.
Conclusion
In this chapter, we aimed to contribute to the literature on transnational
families by drawing attention to the role of law. As we have shown, law is of
great importance for the wellbeing of transnational families. Living a family
life across borders requires dealing with multiple laws and bureaucracies. Our
most important finding is that people navigate the law, taking legal steps and
finding legal information as they go along. Mistakes are made and confusion
arises along the way. Moreover, rather than acting from a single interest or
aim, there were several interconnected factors contributing to their wellbeing
in multidimensional ways. Our findings indicate that the transnational famil-
ies in our study did not interact strategically with the law to maximize mate-
rial gain. Rather, their interests were relational, taking on complicated and
often expensive legal work and finding compromises on normative issues in
order to manage kin ties across borders. Travelling, visits, and enabling family
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and friends to attend important life events such as marriage ceremonies may
all require extensive legal work. As such, legal work was often kin work.
Dealing with law requires several kinds of resources. Family members need
economic, social, and cultural capital to deal with multiple bureaucracies.
Existing inequalities in terms of nationality and gender thus impact the pos-
sibilities of transnational family members achieving their aims. Furthermore,
the opportunity structures present in the different transnational contexts are
also of importance in understanding differences in transnational family
members’ abilities to navigate the law.
We have also demonstrated the importance of a law-in-everyday-life
approach in investigating the relationship between the law and the well-
being of transnational families. Looking at law in everyday life shifts
attention to the importance (and cost) of legal work, of forms, transla-
tions, and bureaucracy. Approaching the law from the everyday life of
transnational families also requires transcending boundaries between dif-
ferent fields of law. People’s experiences with the law are shaped by all
their interactions with a legal system. For transnational families, especially
family law and migration law interact in shaping people’s experiences.
Furthermore, a law-in-everyday-life approach allows for a more nuanced
picture of transnational families and their needs and wishes. Studies on
transnational families and the law often make assumptions on how trans-
national families seek accommodation of their religious or cultural values
by legal systems. However, as we have shown, transnational families navi-
gate multiple aims, demands, and aspirations, and their religiosity or
transnational ties cannot be presupposed based on ethnicity. Future studies
on the wellbeing of transnational families should take these complexities
into account to get a fuller grasp of their lived reality.
Notes
1 While we consider the term ‘second-generation migrants’ quite problematic, it is
commonly used in Dutch official and policy documents and statistics. We put the
term between inverted commas to indicate its problematic character.
2 We use the terms ‘mixed marriages’ and ‘mixed couples’ in spite of their proble-
matic character. As all marriages contain aspects of sameness and difference, it is
only those differences that are marked as significant, especially by the social
environment, that make a marriage mixed (Waldis, 2006). The marker of difference
for mixed couples in this article is ‘ethnicity’ and/or ‘race’.
3 In 2015, there were 380,755 persons of Moroccan descent living in the Netherlands.
Of this group, 212,304 are so-called second-generation, the majority of whom have
two parents who were born abroad (CBS Statline, 2017). Statistically, 70% of the
second generation marry a partner of Moroccan descent already living in the Neth-
erlands. For women, 12% marry a partner from Morocco and 7% a native Dutch
partner. For men, 7% of spouses are from Morocco and 12% native Dutch.
4 In 2015, 22,700 people of Egyptian origin were living in the Netherlands, of whom
12,776 were born in Egypt (first-generation migrants); 4,783 have two parents who
were born abroad; and 5,141 are children of one Egyptian parent and one Dutch
parent (CBS Statline, 2017).
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5 Estimations made by representatives of the Dutch embassies in interviews in Rabat
in October 2009 and Cairo in December 2010. As there is no obligatory registra-
tion, the Dutch authorities cannot provide exact information on how many Dutch
emigrants live in Morocco and Egypt.
6 Interviews for the sub-project on parents and children were done by Friso Kulk
while interviews for the sub-project on divorce were done by Iris Sportel. About
half of the interviews with professional actors were done by Friso Kulk and Iris
Sportel together, the others by one of these two researchers. A third sub-project
concerned cross-border custody disputes; interviews in this project are not included
in this contribution. The entire project was led by Betty de Hart and financed by a
VIDI grant she received from the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific
Research.
7 Two interlocutors had moved to another country after divorce. One of these
interviews was conducted by phone, the other in person.
8 A large majority of mixed families consisted of a Dutch woman and a Moroccan
or Egyptian man, five out of 44 consisted of Dutch men and Egyptian (2) or
Moroccan (3) women.
9 Many of the interviews on parents and children were held with both parents.
10 Interlocutors were asked about the situation during the marriage. When there was
no communal household this was mostly due to complications in migration
procedures.
11 All names in this chapter are pseudonyms.
12 In 2015, 44% of babies born in the Netherlands had unmarried parents, with 52%
of first children born out of wedlock (CBS Statline, 2017).
13 Technically, what this couple wrote was a pre-nuptial agreement with a notary, as
the Netherlands does not have marriage contracts.
14 Part of this quotation is also used in Sportel, 2016, p.224.
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